
LEMON SCORZETTE
One of my relatives was telling me how great the Lemon 
Scorzette were, in case I did not know. They cooked it simply, 
just a pat of butter and grated Parmigiana. Perfect quick 
night dinner. Both Setaro and Paisanella, are very satisfying. 
If you want to dress them up, add a few shrimp or sauteed 
vegetables. Whereas, the “supermarket” brands, do not seem 
to be keeping pace with a more sophisticated palate. And 
when you compare the price points for all of them, there is 
very little difference. ***Wholesale customers: take note.*** 
Make sure that you keep a couple of packs handy, when you 
are stumped for dinner ideas.

GENESIS
On that note, better stock up on the Pronto Bruschetta from 
Genesis. That is a perfect topping for Pasta (or chicken or 
veal or potato salad). Along with the great tomato products 
from them, they have both sweet and savoury Pistachio 
pesto. Summer pasta salad, ice cream, dessert cakes! When 
unexpected  company drops in or just a treat, these bottled 
goods, transform the ordinary into the extraordinary.

To add to their product line, Green Tab has introduced 4 new 
pasta. Egg Farfalle, and 3 multi-coloured short ones. Usually, 
I am against novelty items, but the pasta taste really special, 
hold their “crimp” and look amazing on a buffet.

HIGH-END TAKE OUT FOOD
Quite a few of our retail customers have small children, 
and they share a similar concern: high cost of going out! 
By the time that they step out of their house/apartment/
condo, they have already spent close to $80.00 on sitter and 
transportation/parking. This explains a few trends in the city’s 
dining landscape:high-end take out food! We have quite a 
few wholesale clients who specialize in this! Limited seating 
in their establishments, but cooked fresh daily: appetizers, 
salads, main courses, desserts! All of the fun of gourmet fare, 
but a fraction of the cost.

As you can see, our client base covers all sectors of the food 
industry. When we are selecting what products to carry, they 
have to be suitable for both wholesale and retail. The first 
comment, when people come in the store for the first time: a 
candy store for adults! 
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BBQ SEASON

Hopefully, customers are impressed with the uniqueness of 
our product lines. Following up on that, we just received a 
new shipment from Ashmans’ from Virginia Beach. Small 
batch BBQ sauces and rubs...here in Canada, we have really 
adopted the barbeque culture, in our very short, warm 
weather season. However, most of the sauces out there, are 
mass-produced and do not enhance the BBQ experience. 
Sample any of the Ashmans’, drizzle Paltrinieri, or an Extra 
Virgin Olive Oil on the meats or vegetables, and then you will 
have an amazing taste experience...

How to get the BBQ experience without a BBQ? Well, I 
can answer that, from first hand experience. When making 
hamburgers, add a tablespoon of one of the sauces when 
mixing the mixture or three-quarters of the way through 
roasting chicken add the BBQ sauce then, etc. Obviously, 
oven or stove cooking cannot duplicate the BBQ experience, 
but you can get the taste...

The same relative who was impressed with the Lemon 
Scorzette, made an interesting observation the other day: do 
they actually test all of the recipes that are out there? From 
my experience, only about 15% work really well, and of that 
number, I would only repeat about a few of those that actually 
work.

From the recipes and restaurant reviews, too many 
ingredients, much too complicated...a few good ingredients, 
simply prepared, win out every time.

A slice of homemade bread (preferably ARVA flour) 
www.arvaflourmill.com with Italian honey, Manchego cheese 
with Spanish olives, Italian prosciutto with Padano over 
arugula, then drizzled with XVOO, simple foods tasting 
extraordinary...we seem to be losing sight of simple pleasures.

The mark of a good chef, is how they can conjure up a great 
meal with a few ingredients...it is easy when they have lobster 
at their fingertips...remember this, next time that you are 
eating out, or eating in...

Mark your calendars: 
June 11, for the 2016 version of 

OLD WORLD MEETS NEW WORLD!!!


